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Abstract
Coupled non-linear aero-hydro-servo-elastic simulations of three types of ﬂoating wind turbines (spar, semi- submersible,
and tension leg platform) are carried out for several fault cases over a range of environmental conditions based on correlated
wind and wave data from the North Sea. Three particular fault scenarios are considered: 1) blade seize, where the pitch
actuator of one blade is blocked, 2) blade seize, recognized by the controller and followed by shutdown (grid disconnection
and aerodynamic braking), and 3) grid loss followed by shutdown. The platform motions and structural loads caused by fault
events are compared to loads encountered during normal operation and during selected extreme weather conditions. Although
the global motions and mooring line loads tend to be largest during storm conditions, selected platforms experience large pitch
or yaw motions due to blade seize and shutdown. Imbalance loads due to blade seize can lead to particularly large loads on the
blades and tower, and the shutdown process can impose relatively large edgewise blade loads.
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1. Introduction
As the offshore wind industry moves towards deeper water, ﬂoating platforms are an active research and development area worldwide. The majority of the proposed concepts can be categorized as spar-, semi-submersible-,
or barge-type hulls, with catenary, taut, or tension leg moorings [1]. Offshore wind turbines will be exposed to a
wide range of wind, wave, and electrical conditions during their operational lifetimes, which must be considered
in order to establish the structural integrity for both fatigue and ultimate load states [2, 3]. Detailed analyses of
operational, fault, and extreme situations are required in order to better understand the performance of different
ﬂoating platforms and identify critical conditions, especially in the current absence of clear guidelines.
Butterﬁeld et al. provided and early summary of the design challenges related to different types of ﬂoating
wind turbines [4]. Since then, a wide range of different concepts have been presented, and their advantages
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and disadvantages have been discussed. Previous comparisons of ﬂoating wind turbine platforms include several
publications from Jonkman and Matha, which considered TLP, spar, and barge concepts [5, 6]. Although these
publications include a summary of simulations in normal operation conditions, no quantitative results for fault
conditions and extreme load cases were presented due to the “unacceptably large” wind turbine loads [5]. Jonkman
and Matha also identiﬁed instabilities using the modal analysis computation tool FAST [7] as well as a linear
analysis. These instabilities included a platform yaw instability for the barge and TLP when the rotor idled with
a blade pitch failure [5, 6]. The current work seeks to provide additional information about the performance of
ﬂoating wind turbines under fault conditions, using a recently developed non-linear computational tool (SimoRiﬂex-AeroDyn) [8].
The occurrence, consequences, detection, and mitigation of wind turbine faults are important research areas,
particularly for offshore wind turbines, where maintenance and repair may be complicated by limited access
windows [9, Chap. 1]. The blade pitch system was found to be the least reliable sub-assembly in a 1400 turbineyear survey of onshore turbines [9, Chap. 3]. Analyses of both land-based and spar-type wind turbines under pitch
system fault conditions have been performed previously. Jiang’s work indicates that certain fault loads may be less
signiﬁcant for spar wind turbines compared to land-based wind turbines, but the effects on the mooring system
remain unclear [10]. Different faults may show similar signals, making detection and mitigation more challenging
[11].
A sophisticated simulation tool is required to be able to study the transient effect of fault on ﬂoating wind
turbines. Hansen et al. used HAWC2 and DIgSILENT together to evaluate mechanical loads on a land-based
turbine due to grid faults, showing that tower loads may be affected by grid faults and that an open loop simulation
is not sufﬁcient to capture the generator speed during such events [12]. A closed loop simulation with DIgSILENT
provided some insight into the shaft, tower, and blade loads during grid fault and emergency shutdown of an active
stall wind turbine [13]. Although the grid behavior cannot be simulated, the coupled simulation tool Simo-RiﬂexAeroDyn is well-suited to account for the hydrodynamic modeling of a range of different platforms, the structural
modeling of the wind turbine and mooring systems, the control system for the generator torque and blade pitch,
including actuator and measurement errors, and the aerodynamic forces on the blades and tower.
The current work presents the key results from coupled non-linear aero-hydro-servo-elastic simulations of four
ﬂoating wind turbines: spar, tension leg platform (TLP), a semi-submersible with the turbine on one column, and a
semi-submersible with a central tower. Blade seize faults - both uncorrected and also recognized by the controller
and followed by shutdown - and grid loss, followed by shutdown, are simulated. In addition to the fault conditions,
structural responses in two extreme conditions are considered for comparison. The analysis tools, platform and
wind turbine models, environmental conditions, and fault modes are explained in Section 2. Selected responses
and a discussion of the key results are provided in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
2. Methodology
2.1. Coupled Time-Domain Analysis
Three computer codes were used to model the coupled behavior of the ﬂoating wind turbine systems in the time
domain: Simo modeled the rigid body hydrodynamic forces and moments on the hull [14]; Riﬂex included the
ﬁnite element solver, ﬂexible elements for the mooring system, tower, shaft, and blades, and the link to an external
controller [15]; and AeroDyn provided the forces and moments on the blades based on Blade Element/Momentum
(BEM) or Generalized Dynamic Wake (GDW) theories, including dynamic stall, tower shadow, and skewed inﬂow
correction [16]. The generator torque and blade pitch control system was written in Java. This combination
provided a stable non-linear ﬁnite element solver, sophisticated hydrodynamics, well-tested aerodynamics, and
control logic. The Simo-Riﬂex wind turbine module has been previously veriﬁed [17, 18], and the Simo-RiﬂexAeroDyn combination is documented in [8].
Hydrodynamic models and mooring system models depended on the platform. In all of the models, the hull
was considered as a rigid body. Added mass, radiation damping, and ﬁrst order wave forces were obtained from
a potential ﬂow model. Additional viscous forces were applied to capture the quadratic damping on the hull and
mooring system. Second order forces were present in some models, as noted in sections 2.2.1-2.2.4. Identical
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aerodynamic models and structural models of the wind turbine tower and blades were used for all platforms,
while the control system was chosen to be appropriate for each platform.
In the aerodynamic load computation, the GDW model with Beddoes-Leishmann dynamic stall was applied
to capture the dynamic wake and stall effects, except when the turbine was idling for the entire simulation. For
the idling turbine cases, a lookup table of drag and lift coefﬁcients was employed. Drag forces on the tower
(CD = 1.0) were applied for all simulations.
The structural model of the tower and blades reﬂected the properties described in [19, 20]. The 77.6 m tower
(from the OC3-Hywind platform description [20]) was modeled with 10 axisymmetric beam elements, while the
blades were each modeled with 17 elements with two symmetry axes. The blade model accounted for geometric
stiffening, but assumed that the center of gravity, shear center, and elastic center were coincident. Stiffnessproportional damping was applied to approximately match the structural damping speciﬁed for the ﬁrst two independent tower and blade bending modes.
The control system models were based on the NREL-developed controller, as described in [19, 20]. The landbased blade pitch controller constants with constant power above rated wind speed [19] were used for the TLP
wind turbine, while the OC3 Hywind control constants with constant torque above rated wind speed [20] were
applied for the spar and semi-submersible turbines in order to avoid negative platform pitch feedback in aboverated wind conditions [21].
The coupled dynamic simulation in Simo-Riﬂex-AeroDyn was carried out in the time domain using Newmarkbeta numerical integration (β = 0.256,γ = 0.505) with a time step of 0.005 s. A detailed comparison with
HAWC2 for the NREL 5MW wind turbine, both land-based and on the OC3 Hywind spar platform, was performed
and indicated good agreement between the two simulation codes.
2.2. Floating Wind Turbine Models
Four ﬂoating models are considered here: a spar platform, TLP, and two semi-submersibles, as summarized in
Table 1 and depicted in Fig. 1. The platforms are considered in the water depth for which they were designed,
ranging from 150 m for the TLP to 320 m for the spar and one semi-submersible. All of the models support the
NREL 5MW wind turbine [19] with the OC3 Hywind tower [20] unless otherwise noted in sections 2.2.1-2.2.4.

Fig. 1: Floating platform designs: spar, TLP, Semi-Sub 1, and Semi-Sub 2.
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Table 1: Floating Platform Models

Water depth (m)
Displacement (tonnes)
Hull mass, including ballast (tonnes)
Draft (m)
Waterline diameter (m)
Surge natural period (s)
Sway natural period (s)
Heave natural period (s)
Roll natural period (s)
Pitch natural period (s)
Yaw natural period (s)
a
b
c

Spar
320
8227
7466
120
6.5
129.5
129.5
31.7
29.7
29.7
8.2

TLP
150
5796
2682
22
14.0
41.9
41.9
0.6
2.8c
2.8c
18.0

Semi-Sub 1
320
4640
3880
17.0
10.0 a
99.9
159.8
20.0
42.1
42.1
66.7

Semi-Sub 2
200
14,260
13,473
20.0
12.0/6.5 b
115.9
115.9
17.1
26.0
26.0
80.2

Single column
Single offset column/Center column
Includes tower bending

2.2.1. Spar Platform
The spar platform considered here was the OC3 Hywind hull, as deﬁned by Jonkman, with 120 m draft in
320 m water depth [20]. In addition to the ﬁrst order and viscous forces, mean wave drift forces were applied and
Newman’s approximation was used to estimate the difference-frequency wave excitation.
A chain mooring system with delta lines and clump weights was applied to approximate the mooring system
stiffness described in [20], which speciﬁes only the resulting stiffnesses, not the components. The mooring lines
were modeled using bar elements and connecting joints, allowing for a full dynamic solution.
2.2.2. Tension Leg Platform
The TLP model considered here was an approximately half-scale version of the original Sea Star oil platform
[22]. Approximately 60% of the displacement came from the center column, with the rest coming from the
pontoons. Additional details regarding this design can be found in [23], where it is identiﬁed as TLPWT 3. The
platform displacement is approximately one-half that of the MIT-NREL TLP [24], and approximately twice that
of the UMaine TLP [25].
In addition to the ﬁrst order and viscous forces, difference-frequency forces using Newman’s approximation
and sum-frequency forces due to the second order potential model were also applied.
The tendons were modeled using axisymmetric beam elements. Hydrodynamic forces on the tendons were
applied using Morison’s equation. The tendons are somewhat stiffer than those described in, for example, [24, 25],
giving the platform very short natural periods in heave and pitch.
2.2.3. Semi-Submersible Platform 1
This study includes a semi-submersible with the turbine placed on one of the three columns. The platform
speciﬁcations and mooring system are similar, but not identical, to the WindFloat platform. The geometry and the
original mass model are identical, and the mooring system gives similar natural periods to the generic WindFloat
speciﬁcation [26].
WindFloat has an active ballast system that counteracts the rotor’s thrust force and makes the platform ﬂoat
upright. The reaction time of this system is 20 minutes according to Roddier [26]. The aerodynamic loads on
the rotor differ signiﬁcantly from the upright position when the rotor is tilted, so the ballast system was included
in the numerical model. This was done by making the mass model a function of the mean wind speed, i.e. by
giving different mass and restoring matrices for each environmental condition. Assuming that the dynamic effects
of slowly changing ballast are small, mass and restoring were kept constant through each time domain simulation.
The ballast model also counteracts the rotor torque moment.
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2.2.4. Semi-Submersible Platform 2
The second semi-submersible concept is the OC4 DeepCWind semi-submersible, as described in detail in [27].
The wind turbine is located on a center column. There are three offset columns with pontoons around the center
column, each of which has an attached catenary mooring line. Braces are used to connect all of the columns as an
integrated body. The large waterplane area moment of inertia provides good stability and stiffness, thus limiting
the platform pitch angle in wind and waves. The OC4 DeepCWind semi-submersible’s large displacement was
chosen to give it a long natural period in heave.
2.3. Environmental and Fault Conditions
Seven wind and wave conditions were simulated, as summarized in Table 2. All of the environmental conditions
(ECs) considered correlated, directionally aligned wind and waves for the North Sea, where the correlation of
wind and waves follows [28]. ECs 1-5 represented a range of typical operational conditions. EC 6 was a storm
condition, where the turbine idled, and EC 7 was an extreme turbulence condition close to the maximum thrust
condition.
The number and length of simulations were chosen in order to provide a reasonable statistical basis for comparison. In extreme cases, where the load maxima were expected to be driven by waves or lower-frequency wind
variations, six three hour simulations were considered. For fault cases, where the deterministic fault event is
expected to dominate, 30 shorter simulations were carried out. Current offshore wind turbine standards suggest
that 12 10-minute simulations be carried out for power production plus fault cases [3], but 30 simulations were
employed here in order to capture some of the signiﬁcant stochastic and azimuthal variation that have been noticed
in previous work [10].
Three-dimensional turbulent wind ﬁelds were generated in NREL’s TurbSim program [29] based on the Kaimal
spectrum for IEC Class C [2]. The normal turbulence model (NTM) was used for ECs 1-6, while the extreme
turbulence model (ETM) for class III turbines was used for EC 7. The wind shear was modeled by the power law
with exponent 0.14 [3]. In the vertical plane 32x32 points were used over an area of 160m x 160m, with wind
ﬁeld generation time step 0.05 seconds.
The simulated wave series were generated based on JONSWAP spectra, where the peak enhancement factor
depends on the signiﬁcant wave height (Hs ) and peak period (Tp ) [14]. A frequency discretization of 0.002 rad/s
was used.
Table 2: Combined wind and wave simulation conditions

EC 1
EC 2
EC 3
EC 4
EC 5
EC 6
EC 7

Uw (m/s)
8.0
11.2
14.0
17.0
20.0
49.0
11.2

Hs (m)
2.5
3.1
3.6
4.2
4.8
14.1
3.1

Tp (s)
9.8
10.1
10.3
10.5
10.8
13.3
10.1

Turb. Model
NTM
NTM
NTM
NTM
NTM
NTM
ETM

Fault Considered
A, B, C, D
A, B, C, D
A, B, C, D
A, B, C, D
A, B, C, D
A (idling)
A

Num. of Seeds
30
30
30
30
30
6
6

Sim. Length (s)
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
10800
10800

The fault conditions are deﬁned as:
1. A) Fault-free condition: normal power generation in ECs 1-5 and 7, idling in EC 6.
2. B) Blade seize: the pitch actuator of one blade is blocked at time T F = 400 s and the turbine continues to
operate, with the controller trying to maintain the rotation speed by pitching the other two blades.
3. C) Blade seize followed by shutdown: the pitch actuator of one blade is blocked at time T F = 400 s, and
the controller reacts by shutting down T D = 0.1 s later.
4. D) Grid loss followed by shutdown: the grid is disconnected at time T F = 400 s, and the controller reacts
by shutting down T D = 0.1 s later.
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1.5

100
Blade pitch, deg

Rotor speed (ω), rad/s

When shutdown occurs, the grid is disconnected and all blades with working actuators are pitched to feather (90◦ )
at the pitch rate P R. In the current work, the pitch rate during shutdown is chosen to be P R = 8 deg/s, the
maximum pitch rate suggested in [19]. The pitch rate can have a signiﬁcant impact on the loads and motions: for
a spar platform, a faster pitch rate tends to decrease the motions but increase the rotor loads [10].
For fault cases B, C, and D, the fault occurred after 400 seconds of normal operation. An additional 600 seconds
after fault were simulated in order to capture several subsequent cycles of low-frequency events. For cases C and
D, T D = 0.1 seconds, which is approximately 10 times the sampling frequency of the controller [30].
An example of the wind turbine behavior during fault case C is illustrated in Fig. 2. As shown, the nonfaulted blades reached full feather within approximately 10 seconds, and the turbine slowed down within 20
seconds. During shutdown without blade pitch fault, the turbine stopped within 12 seconds. Fig. 2 also shows the
characteristic negative thrust and torque during shutdown. The fast pitching action pulled the rotor back into the
wind, and these peaks were even more pronounced during shutdown without blade pitch fault.

1
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Fig. 2: Fixed wind turbine: blade 2 seize followed by shutdown (case C). Constant wind, 20 m/s.

3. Results
3.1. Response Maxima
Choosing a consistent method to deﬁne maxima is particularly challenging when comparing the fault-induced
response, which is a short-term response and often dominated by the transients in the shut-down procedure, and the
response in an extreme sea state, which is considered to last for three hours at a time. Adding to the complication
is the azimuth dependence of some fault-induced responses (particularly fault case C). Two different methods
were considered:
1. Absolute maximum: largest absolute value encountered in all 30 1000-second simulations (ECs 1-5), or all
6 3-hour simulations (ECs 6-7)
2. Expected maximum: average of the largest absolute value encountered in each of the 30 1000-second
simulations (ECs 1-5) or 6 3-hour simulations (ECs 6-7).
Table 3 shows the environmental condition and fault condition leading to the largest responses using both
deﬁnitions. The responses considered include the global motions, the moments at the tower top and base in the
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fore-aft (FA) and side-side (SS) directions, blade root bending moments in the local coordinate system, and the
mooring system loads. The most severe mooring system loads were evaluated in different ways for different
concepts. For the spar, the tension in the delta lines was measured, while the minimum tendon tension was
considered for the TLP. The fairlead tension was considered for the semi-submersibles.
Table 3: Load cases resulting in the absolute maxima (1)/ largest expected maxima (2). Note: blade 2 is the faulted blade for
type B and C faults.

Response
Surge
Sway
Heave
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Tower Base Fore-Aft Moment
Tower Base Side-Side Moment
Tower Top Fore-Aft Moment
Tower Top Side-Side Moment
Blade 1 Flapwise Moment
Blade 1 Edgewise Moment
Blade 3 Flapwise Moment
Blade 3 Edgewise Moment
Blade 2 Flapwise Moment
Blade 2 Edgewise Moment
Mooring system

Land-based
2C/2D
5C/5C
2C/2C
5B/5B
4B/7A
2C/2D
4B/7A
2D/2D
3B/7A
3D/3D
-

Spar
6A/6A
6A/6A
6A/6A
6A/6A
6A/6A
6A/6A
6A/6A
6A/6A
2C/2C
4B/5B
4B/7A
2C/2C
4B/7A
3D/5D
3B/7A
5D/3D
6A/6A

TLP
6A/6A
6A/6A
6A/6A
6A/6A
6A/6A
5C/5C
6A/6A
5C/4C
3C/2C
5B/5B
5B/7A
3C/3D
5B/7A
2D/4D
5B/7A
2D/3D
6A/6A

Semi-Sub 1
6A/7A
5C/5C
6A/6A
5C/5C
2D/2D
5C/5C
6A/2D
5C/5C
2C/2C
5B/5B
3B/7A
4D/3C
3B/7A
3D/5D
2B/7A
4D/2D
6A/6A

Semi-Sub 2
6A/6A
5C/5C
6A/6A
5C/6A
6A/6A
7A/7A
6A/6A
6A/6A
2C/2C
5B/6A
4B/7A
6A/6A
3B/7A
6A/6A
3B/2B
6A/6A
6A/6A

Table 3 highlights several important results.
1. The global motions and (consequently) the mooring loads were dominated by the extreme wave condition
(6A), while blade and tower top bending moments were more affected by fault conditions.
2. The absolute extreme blade bending loads tended to occur in fault conditions. Flapwise loads were particularly sensitive to imbalance (B), while edgewise loads were most sensitive to shutdown (fault types C and
D).
3. The extreme blade bending moments depended on the extreme value computation method. While fault
conditions might yield the absolute extreme value, the expected maximum value for ﬂapwise loads tended
to occur in the extreme turbulence condition (7A). It is important to note that the expected maxima for
conditions 6 and 7 effectively represent 3.6 times longer time series than the fault conditions. Furthermore,
the maximum blade edgewise bending moments can depend on the azimuth angle at the time of shutdown
(see also [10]). Averaging over the randomly distributed azimuth angles for different fault conditions does
not necessarily give a good estimate of the condition which will lead to the absolute extreme value.
4. The tower top bending moments, which are representative of the shaft loading, were sensitive to imbalance
loads. The fore-aft tower top loads were dominated by blade imbalance followed by shutdown in near-rated
conditions, while side-side tower top loads were dominated by blade imbalance at higher wind speeds.
It is important to note, however, that Table 3 does not give any indication of the relative severity of different
loads, nor does it show the statistical variation present in the extreme values. An illustration of the statistical
variation in the maximum value for different simulations is shown in Fig. 3. For each environmental and fault
condition, the range of the single-simulation maximum absolute value of the fore-aft tower bending moments is
shown. The responses in Fig. 3 are normalized by the expected absolute value for each condition.
There was signiﬁcant stochastic variation in the maxima computed for individual simulations – particularly for
fault types B and C, where rotor imbalance was present. In some cases, the absolute maximum was up to 50%
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Fig. 3: Range of absolute maximum response values for different seeds. Response values are divided by the expected value of
the maximum for each fault type (A-D) and EC (1-7).

larger than the average of the maxima. The relative variation in the maxima tended to be larger at the tower top
than at the base for cases A and B, but large variations were seen at both locations.
Despite the large variation in maxima, there were some clear patterns in the responses. The following subsections (3.2-3.5) discuss the interesting consequences of pitch actuator fault, grid loss, and shutdown on the motions,
mooring system loads, tower loads, and blade loads of ﬂoating wind turbines.
3.2. Platform Motions and Mooring System Loads
With a few exceptions, the platform motions - and the related mooring system loads - were not very sensitive
to fault. The heave motions were wave-driven and unaffected by fault.
The decreased thrust resulted in decreased surge motion for all platforms, and in decreased pitch motion for
all platforms except for semi-sub 1 during shutdown. Due to semi-sub 1’s low restoring stiffness in pitch, the
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sudden decrease in thrust attributed to shutdown resulted in a large static pitch angle of up to 12.5 deg, preceded
by a larger dynamic pitch. The ballast system, which would correct for this change, is assumed to require at
least 20 minutes to take effect [26]. Fig. 4 compares the pitch motions during one simulation of case 3C for the
spar and semi-submersible designs. As shown, the spar and semi-sub 2 operate with small mean pitch in normal
conditions and return to near zero pitch after shutdown. Semi-sub 1 operates with near zero mean pitch during
normal conditions and experiences large pitch motion after shutdown. It should be noted that the semi-sub 1
model is not an exact representation of the WindFloat concept: increased restoring stiffness, increased damping,
and different control actions may serve to mitigate the large response.

Pitch, deg

5
0
−5

Spar
Semi−sub 1
Semi−sub 2

−10
−15
−200

−150

−100

−50

0
Time−TF, s

50

100

150

200

Fig. 4: Spar, semi-sub 1, and semi-sub 2 pitch motion, case 3D.

The sway, roll, and yaw motions are all related. During normal operation, variations in the rotor torque can
induce roll motion, which can then induce yaw through both wave forces and thrust forces. Additionally, uneven
wind across the rotor can induce yaw moments. Although sway, roll, and yaw motions are typically small, imbalance loads can be important. During blade seize, the yaw motions increased slightly for the TLP (5-10%) and
even more for the spar (up to 50%). Blade seize followed by shutdown (case C) caused even larger yaw motions
for the spar and TLP. The semi-submersible concepts have large moments of inertia in yaw, but the spar and TLP
have small inertia and relatively high stiffness, making them responsive to the aerodynamic impulse load. Compared to their normal operation, yaw motions increased by approximately 25% for the TLP (maximum expected
fault-induced yaw of up to 2.9 degrees) and almost 400% for the spar (7.3 degrees). The spar experienced only
slightly larger yaw motion in the extreme condition (expected maximum 8.3 degrees).
Since the semi-submersible mooring lines were most sensible to surge motion and the TLP tendons were most
sensitive to platform pitch motion, the mooring loads generally decreased following fault. Both yaw and surge
motion could be important for the spar. The yaw motions due to blade seize caused a 12.5% increase in delta
line tension for the spar, while blade seize followed by shutdown led to a 50% increase compared to operational
loads. The largest fault-induced mooring loads occurred near the rated condition. The storm-induced loads were,
however, still larger (60% larger than operational loads).
3.3. Tower Base Bending Moments
The fore-aft tower base bending moment is driven by the thrust force and by the weight of the rotor, which
can cause a large bending moment due to platform pitch or tower bending. For the spar, TLP, and semi-sub 2
platforms, shutdown resulted in decreased fore-aft loading due to the decreased thrust, while blade seize had little
effect. Shutdown, however, caused relatively large fore-aft tower base bending loads for both the land-based and
semi-sub 1 platforms. For the land-based platform, the sudden change in the thrust caused relatively large loading
at the tower base and lightly-damped vibrations in the ﬁrst bending mode. The semi-sub 1 platform experienced
large tower base loads due to the large pitch angle described in Sec. 3.2.
The side-side tower base bending moment depended on the torque moment at the top of the tower and the rotor
weight (due to roll motions or side-side bending). During normal operation, this moment is much smaller than
the fore-aft moment. For all of the platforms, a small increase (5-10%) in the loading was observed during blade
seize (case B), while shutdown mitigated the loads.
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3.4. Tower Top Bending Moments
The tower top bending moments, which reﬂect both aerodynamic loads and loads due to rotor inertia, may be
seen as a measure of the drivetrain loads, particularly the shaft bending moments. These loads are known to be
larger for ﬂoating systems compared to land-based or ﬁxed bottom turbines [31]. The current study indicated that
grid loss and shutdown would not lead to especially large loads, but blade seize - with or without shutdown - could
lead to critical load conditions for some platforms.
Figs. 5 and 6 compare the expected maximum fore-aft and side-side bending moments, respectively, for all
of the concepts and all of the environmental conditions. As shown, blade seize increased both the fore-aft and
side-side bending moments, particularly in higher wind speeds.
Shutting down the turbine after blade seize error (C) tended to reduce the expected maximum fore-aft moment
in high wind speeds for the land-based and TLP wind turbines, but tended to increase the maximum load in lower
wind speeds. Shutting down the turbine in high wind speeds was less effective for the spar and semi-sub platforms.
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Fig. 5: Expected maximum tower top fore-aft (FA) bending moment for all platforms and conditions. ECs 1-5 are shown with
bars (A), diamonds (B), open circles (C), and triangles (D). The expected maxima for ECs 6 and 7 for each concept are shown
as horizontal lines for comparison.

As shown in Fig. 6, the side-side bending moment at the tower top was fairly consistent across all platforms.
Shutting down the platform gave a clear load reduction of the side-side bending moment for all platforms compared
to the continued operation with a seized blade.
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Fig. 6: Expected maximum tower top side-side (SS) bending moment for all platforms and conditions. ECs 1-5 are shown
with bars (A), diamonds (B), open circles (C), and triangles (D). The expected maxima for ECs 6 and 7 for each concept are
shown as horizontal lines for comparison.

The nature of the maximum fore-aft load in fault cases B and C is illustrated in Fig. 7. When shutdown
occurred, the maximum load was encountered within a short period immediately after shutdown began, followed
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by a reduction in the load. The maximum load in case B, on the other hand, took more time to develop. If the
blade pitch error were to persist even longer, larger loads than those seen here might be expected, especially for
the spar and semi-submersible designs, which have longer pitch periods than the TLP.
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Fig. 7: Spar and TLP fore-aft (FA) tower top bending moment for one realization of EC 5 (cases B and C).

3.5. Blade Root Bending Moments.
The ﬂapwise and edgewise bending moments at the blade root were considered in this study. During normal operation, the ﬂapwise bending moment - the larger of the two moments - is dominated by aerodynamic loads, while
gravity loading is the primary contributor to the edgewise loads. In general, the effects of faults and shutdown on
the blade loads were similar for all of the platforms.
The ﬂapwise bending moment was susceptible to blade seize faults, while shutdown decreased the loading.
Compared to normal operation conditions, blade seize faults (case B) caused small (5-10%) increases in the
expected maximum ﬂapwise loads on the faulted blade and somewhat larger (up to 25%) increases for the other
two blades. Since the controller continues to try to maintain the rotation speed, the chosen pitch angles for the
non-faulted blades may result in larger loads. It is expected that longer simulations with fault case B would result
in even larger load increases.
The edgewise bending moment was not affected by blade seize faults, but was sensitive to shutdown. The
shutdown process yielded maximum loads up to 40% more than the normal operational condition. This increase
was observed for all platforms and tended to be maximum near the rated wind speed.
4. Discussion
The present study employed a coupled non-linear time domain computer simulation program to investigate the
effects of blade pitch faults and shutdown on several ﬂoating wind turbines. Although extreme weather conditions
were found to generally result in more severe motions, mooring loads, and tower base loads, fault conditions were
critical in some cases for tower top and blade loads. Furthermore, fault and shutdown may have important effects
on certain platforms in given conditions: large yaw motions for the studied spar and TLP, and large pitch as a
consequence of shutdown for the semi-sub 1 platform.
No unstable behavior was encountered in the simulation of the ﬂoating platforms under fault conditions. The
nonlinear simulation tool did not reproduce the instability identiﬁed by [5, 6] for the TLP idling with a blade pitch
fault in fault case C after shutdown.
These results must be considered in the light of certain assumptions and limitations. Only aligned wind and
wave conditions were considered, although misaligned wind and waves may be a severe loading condition for
ﬂoating wind turbines [6, 32]. Misalignment, and misalignment exacerbated by fault, should be considered in
future studies.
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The hydrodynamic models of the semi-submersibles did not include mean wave drift forces, which are expected
to increase the maximum surge motions - and corresponding mooring system loads - in large waves. Damping in
the numerical method should also be carefully investigated, and comparisons to real-world data should be carried
out when possible to better investigate the blade and tower vibrations.
A limited number of realizations of each fault were carried out. There are large stochastic variations - and
uncertainties - related to the maximum loads induced by fault events. Some of the variation is related to azimuthal
variations, while additional uncertainties are related to the stochastic wind and waves (and the phase angle between
the platform response and the incoming wind and waves).
The inﬂuence of the controller reaction time was not studied in the present work. The controller reaction time
will also inﬂuence the azimuth angle at the time of shutdown, and can therefore have a signiﬁcant effect on the
loads for fault cases C and D. Furthermore, a slower reaction time will result in additional overspeed during grid
faults, which is an important consideration for both ﬁxed and ﬂoating wind turbines.
Further study of fault-induced loads on ﬂoating wind turbines should explain the load mechanisms in greater
detail by examining the mechanism by which blade pitch error affects the other blades, considering the azimuthal
variation during shutdown, and carrying out the case B simulations for a longer period after fault. More reﬁned
structural models could address the effect of the large increases in tower top loads on the drivetrain components.
Additionally, different control strategies - such as varying the pitch rate during shutdown or waiting for a particular
azimuthal position before starting shutdown - could be investigated as methods to reduce the tower top and blade
loads.
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